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Luk Sponselee and others
Zesde Kolonne-Flipside Art
Space
Description:
Zesde Kolonne is a non-proﬁt foundation that started in 1984 as a music (cassettes)
and ﬁlm label, providing space and organising activities and performances where
artists, musicians, designers and different creative people could share, show and
exchange their ideas with the community.
The project began at the Activity Center 2B as an experimental factory of art and
culture (formed by painters, artists, writers, musicians, etc). It was used for almost
all the organisations based in Eindhoven in many different “unruly” ways (often
with political content) from public theatre to punk, from world music to techno
sessions, etc.
Since 2007, Zesde Kolonne is located in the Art space Flipside. Until now, Flipside
used part of the building, a former sports-hall, to offer cheap ateliers for artists, a
bar, record studio, a concert’s space, Gallery, and different activities for the
neighbourhood in coordination with the public library (located in the same
building). Lately, they received a permit to use the whole location.
They are building rehearsal studios, more ateliers, a green roof and a restaurant of
green food in relation with the Art Gallery.
Within their list of projects are examples such as Transart Festival (1999-2000) with
some organisations from Austria and Croatia; Guerrilla Scope (1994), Mobile Art
Connection (1998-99); Home Sweet Stratum (2000-2001) a ﬁlm made by youth
from Stratum; Workshop Fotograﬁe Oude Stijl; OK-net (web archive-platform of
art, music and video), the fanzine NTXT and others.
Goals:
Expand the borders of the art and share creativity
Beneﬁcial Outcomes:
Exchange of culture, lab of free expression and learning
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